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Marchants Humble Petition and Remonstrance to his late
Highnesse (1659) 1 : "By trade comes these benefits to our
nation. It carrieth away our native [products] . . . and
bringeth us such as we want, wherewith our wealth is
increased, and the power and strength of our nation ; [it
furnishes employment] by which riches are distributed to
all ; ... it multiplieth our shipping and mariners ; ... it
bringeth great revenues by custom and excise. . . . And
hereby you will have moneys, men, ammunition, arms,
provisions, ships and mariners for all occasions ".
Reasons Admittedly the acquisition of gold and silver figures
for the prominently as a topic of discussion in many mercantilist
writings, though this was not due to any confusion with
'treasure*. wea^j1 bu^ was justified (as well as explained) by the
circumstances of the age. If we analyse the reasons for
the prominence of ' treasure ' in contemporary literature,
we shall discover that they had ample grounds for their
persistent anxiety to conserve and augment the national
stock of a commodity which was indispensable as an instru-
ment of exchange.
"... What is there in this Land,
But this thing Money has it at command ? " 2
To begin with, their apprehension of an inadequate supply
of currency for purposes of circulation was based on actual
conditions. In the Middle Ages there are clear indications
that landowners, manufacturers and merchants suffered from
a general shortage, while the difficulties experienced in
collecting taxes in money are reflected in the famous debate
of 1523 ; and when in later centuries credit instruments
began to be used, paper money could not wholly take the
place of metallic coins. Moreover the provinces were handi-
capped by the fact, mentioned by Sir Josiah Child, that
" the trade of bankers being only in London does very much
drain the ready money from ai other parts ". We know,
for instance, that the ironmasters of Furness were exercised
by the problem of obtaining specie, and that the want of
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